
Economics 

B.A. Economics 

Students will be able to 

 Deduce reasonable predictions about possible economic outcomes based upon 

economic conditions and economic theories. 

 Analyze data to support economic decision making using technologically 

advanced statistical tools and econometric techniques proceeded by economic 

evaluation and presentation of  the results in a professional setting 

 Describe how economic trade-offs and social values impact public/private 

social policy, and the success or failure of policies to achieve intended 

outcomes. 

 Explain basic economic concepts such as GDP, unemployment, supply & 

demand, comparative advantage, opportunity cost and micro-economic 

concepts such as elasticity, monopoly and price discrimination, fiscal and 

monetary policies and measures of economic change and indicators of growth 

and development. 

 Discuss the nuances of Public Finance and Environmental Economics, and 

correlate ideas from interdisciplinary areas such as Marketing, Human 

Resource Management, Managerial Economics, Financial Economics and 

Entrepreneurial development. 

M.A.Economics 

Students will be able to 

 Explain new developments and contemporary issues in the field of economics 

and advanced theories in micro, macro and monetary economics. 

 Identify economic problems and apply empirical evidence to economic 

arguments, by collecting evidences using appropriate statistical techniques, and 

interpret the results of such analyses imbibing research ethics. 

 Organize global and disciplinary knowledge and practical skills for 

professional development in higher education and for obtaining job. 

 Transcribe in diverse audiences and situations using equations and graphs and 

demonstrate skills in business and accounting. 

 Apply pragmatic, principles-based policies to enhance economic well-being 

and promote social justice.  

 

 



M.Phil Economics 

Students will be able to 

 Apply empirical evidence to evaluate the validity of an economic argument, 

use statistical methodology, interpret statistical results and conduct appropriate 

statistical analysis of data. 

 Prepare a scientific report based on evidences and disseminate convincing 

statements through oral and written mode for current economic problems and 

intended economic crisis. 

 Develop teaching and learning skills in the relevant field and practice it in the 

classroom and for self development. 

 Recognize advanced theories in economics and the technical application in 

addressing real world problems for the economic and social well being of the 

masses. 

 Identify career in the field of economics and its adjoining sectors through self 

employment or competitive exams.  


